Mirland

The press said

inspired by soundtracks, industrialism and
science-fiction Danish artist Mirland’s music
transcend electronic genres from dark
ambient to minimal and industrial techno.

“The result is not only stunning, it is also very dark.
No cheerful synth pop, but obscure IDM that flirts
with industrial” (on “Depeche Mode Deconstructed”,
Peek-A-Boo Magazine, Belgium)
“The sound universe of Mirland is a quite intimate
platform”

Discography

“The work appeals to the listener’s imagination”

Mirland releases
Mechanic (album, Raumklang, 2017)
Grayscale Controller (ep, Robotik, 2016)
Fluctuate (comp. track, Kodapa, 2016)
Depeche Mode Deconstructed (ep, Robotik, 2016)
Sleep Disorder (album, Robotik, 2015)
Fragments (feat. Claus Larsen) (single, Robotik, 2015)
Oblivion (single, Robotik, 2015)
Submerge (album, Robotik, 2014)
Sleepyhead (comp. track, Kodapa, 2014)
Aftermath (comp. track, Kodapa, 2014)
Cerebral Reducing Valve (ep, Robotik, 2010)

“If you like minimalism and intimate electronic

Mirland has a.o. remixed for
11 Grams
Leaether Strip
Mangust
ManMindMachine
N3VOA
Softwave
Vaylon

“(…) ambient with a high industrial factor” (on

John R. Mirland is also one half of Danish synthpop
duo Am Tierpark with Claus Larsen (Leaether Strip/
Klutae).

atmospheres this is for sure an album that will fulfill
all your needs” (on “Sleep DIsorder”, 8/10, SideLine Magazine, Belgium)
“Sleep Disorder is indeed an album that takes the
listener out of balance, but it also gives him the
ultimate beauty... “
“Tunes that create images for the brain. “

“Sleep Disorder”, 79/100, Peek-A-Boo Magazine,
Belgium)
“(…) an insiders’ tip for those who want to hear
something different.” (on “Fragments”, 90/100,
Peek-A-Boo Magazine, Belgium)
“The work of Mirland reflects his love and passion
to create unique sound treatments (…) reminding
me a bit of Mirland’s compatriot and living-legend
Trentemøller” (on “Submerge”, 8,5/100, Side-Line
Magazine, Belgium)

Contact information

Links

Address: John R. Mirland,
Engvænget 4, 8870, Langå, Denmark
Mail: jrm@mirland.dk

Facebook (https://www.facebook.com/mirlandofficial)
Homepage (http://mirland.dk)

